This study highlights how the mortality plateau in Barbi et al. [1] can be generated by low frequency, randomly distributed age misreporting errors. Furthermore, sensitivity of the late--life mortality plateau in Barbi et al. [1] to the 15 particular age range selected for regression is illustrated. Collectively, the simulation of age misreporting errors in late--life human mortality data and a less specific model choice than that of Barbi et al. [1] highlight a clear alternative hypothesis to the cessation of ageing. 20
Text 25
Barbi et al. [1] proposed that late--life plateaus were caused by the cessation of ageing. However, Barbi et al. correctly highlighted an alternative hypothesis: the potential for age misreporting and cohort blending errors to generate late--life plateaus. Despite raising this hypothesis, the effect of low--frequency age misreporting errors was not actively addressed. 30 Therefore, late--life plateaus observed in the 1904 cohort were compared to the effect of simulated, low frequency age--reporting errors introduced into log--linear models of mortality fit to age range of 65--80 used in Barbi et al. [1] . 35
Random, normally distributed age--coding errors were seeded into these synthetic cohorts at age 50, with a probability ranging from p = 10 --3 to p = 10 --6 ( Fig 1a) . Age misreporting errors generated late--life plateaus at frequencies below 1 in 500 in the model presented by Barbi et al. (Fig 1a--b ). Furthermore, hazard rates resulting from these random errors closely resembled the late--life 40 plateau of Barbi et al. (Fig 1a) and required no biological or evolutionary explanation.
The apparent size of the late--life plateau in Barbi et al. [1] is characterized in comparison to a 'best--estimate trajectory' model, fit to data from a specific age 45 range. The poor fit of this mid--life model to late--life data is used as justification for fitting separate late--life models. However, the choice of age range used to fit log--linear models has a large effect on the size and existence of late--life mortality plateaus ( Fig 2) . Re--fitting these models to other age ranges reduced the apparent deviation of 60 late--life data from mid--life patterns of mortality (Fig 1) , and reduced or eliminated the late--life plateau in these data. Furthermore, models fit to alternative age ranges have a greatly reduced threshold for age--misreporting errors to cause late--life mortality deceleration and plateaus. For example, artificial mortality plateaus are produced by age misreporting rates below 1 in 65 10,000 if a log--linear model fit to ages 50--80 is used (Fig 2c) . If these error patterns are fit by log--linear models using the same parameters as Barbi et al.
[1], constant--hazard mortality 'plateaus' are produced (Fig 2c) .
Simulated error rates were low compared to observed rates of manual entry 70 errors. For example, double--entry of clinical trial data has error rates of p = 10 --3 [3] . The pattern of late--life mortality deceleration shown in Fig 1a (pink line) 4 results from random errors generated at half this rate. However, birth certificate data in the Barbi et al. data constitute hand--written records generated by a cohort with 32% literacy rates [4] and 9.6 months of education on average [5] . 75
For error--generated late--life plateaus to be excluded from the data in Barbi et al., this cohort would have to achieve error rates 2--to 1000--fold lower than that observed in clinical trials. This seems unlikely. 
